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          	Fresh from our Cersaie 23 experience, where we had the opportunity to immerse ourselves in the world of ceramic trends and design innovations, it’s now the perfect moment to delve straight into the key takeaways that have emerged from our exploration of the flooring industry.










Natural Textures and Earthy Tones

One of the most captivating trends we encountered was the celebration of natural textures and earthy color palettes. These design elements create spaces that exude warmth and comfort. Imagine cozying up in a room adorned with these soothing tones and textures.
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Elevation Collection | 24X24" Dor Sand 


Large Format Tiles

The versatility of large-format tiles was another standout trend. Whether you’re working on a residential project or a grand commercial space, these tiles offer endless design possibilities. They provide a sense of expansiveness and continuity that can truly transform a room.
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Rhythim Collection  | 24x48" Symphony Gray 


Small Size Tiles

Reinforcing the enduring appeal of small-sized tiles, we discovered a captivating trend that artfully blends gloss and matte finishes within the same color spectrum. This innovative approach not only adds depth and intrigue to various design concepts but is also beautifully exemplified in Qualis Ceramica newly launched Mediterranea Collection.
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Mediterranean Collection | 3x9" Calacatta 


Pops of Vibrant Color

For those seeking to infuse their designs with a bit of drama and excitement, the use of vibrant colors was a trend that truly wowed us. These bold and unexpected color choices can elevate any space and leave a lasting impression.
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Chelsea Collection | 3″ Triangular Glazed Ceramic Grey Blue Mosaic


Evolution of Wood Designs

Wood-inspired tiles have been reimagined with the introduction of new EIR (embossed in register) technology. This innovation replicates the look and feel of real wood down to the finest details. It’s a game-changer for those who adore the timeless appeal of wood but crave the durability of porcelain tiles.
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Dakota Collection | 8X47" Warm 


3D Details that Come to Life

Lastly, we were captivated by the use of 3D details in tile design. These intricate patterns and textures breathe life into surfaces, creating a sense of depth and dimension that adds intrigue and sophistication to any space.
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Waves Collection | 10X30" White 








We’d love to hear from you! Which of these trends do you believe will resonate most with the American market? Do you have any questions or ideas about how to incorporate these trends into your projects? Share your thoughts with us on social media, and stay connected with us for more updates!

Discover these innovative products through our trusted dealers as we continue to work tirelessly to bring you the latest trends in flooring industry.












          

        
								

							

												
							

Arley Wholesale



Service, Selection and Stability – Our pledge to you.

Take the Arley advantage, our unique blend of products and services.







C.O.L.A.IntranetC.O.L.A. is our Customer Online Access System. Intranet is restricted to Arley Wholesale employees and authorized users ONLY.



















    



Headquarters and Showroom Location:

700 North South Road | Scranton, PA 18504

Phone: 800.233.4107 | Fax: 800.652.7539







Tile and Sundries Pickup Hours (Warehouse):

Monday – Friday 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM

Friday: closed from 12:00 to 1:00 PM







Showroom:

Monday – Friday:  8:00 AM to 5:00 PM

Saturday 9:00 AM to 2:00 PM (Showroom only)











    



Xana System
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